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parents, very few children are being trained for the life they will lead. Those adults begin to look for some force outside them with which to match their feeling of being attacked. McCarthyism is one example of what might be called a "manufactured evil force" that was found to match this inner fear." "ROGER CORMAN'S BEST PICTURE!

"TRIP" has everything!

"The most unabashed art film ever to come out of Hollywood" - Los Angeles Times

"TRIP" also may turn out to be one of the year's most important films! - Variety Magazine

"Adroitly shaped fantasy episodes!" - New York Daily News

"A CAMERA HAPPENING! Imaginative effects that knock your eyes out!" - New York Daily News

A major growth and diversification program is underway at United Fruit.

Last year, people spent close to $300 million dollars to purchase over 3 billion pounds of Chiquita bananas.

This success is due to a vast amount of research, planning, cultivation, quality control and advanced management techniques; our bananas today are a great improvement over what they were 8 years ago.

These improvements that United Fruit has brought to Chiquita bananas are only a part of the story. We have grown in many other diversified and exciting fields as well.

United Fruit has in its corner the Great White Fleet consisting of more than 40 refrigerated vessels; Compania Numar, processor of edible oils, in Costa Rica; Rovina Sugar Refinery; J. Hungerford Smith Co., Inc., manufacturers of syrups, ice cream flavorings and toppings; and Baskin-Robbins, a leading distributor and producer of ice cream. We also own A&W Root Beer Company and A&W Drive-ins of Canada, Ltd.; Tropical Radio Telegraph which operates a public communications system between the United States and Latin American countries; and a 40% interest in MacMillan, Brownell, United, Inc., suppliers of kraft linerboard for our banana boxing operations.

If you would like to be part of this excitement at United Fruit, we would like to meet with you. You can start things happening by scheduling an interview with us, through the placement office on campus.

We will be interviewing on October 20, 1967.

For people in the following areas:

Operations Research Analysts
Computer Systems Analysts

If an interview is inconvenient at this time, please contact our Personnel Administration Office.
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United Fruit Company
Prudential Building
Boston, Massachusetts 02199

All candidates evaluated on a merit basis.